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Abstract: This paper proposes a path-tracking method for agricultural vehicles based on the 4WIS-
4WID structure and fuzzy control to improve the operation performance of agricultural machinery in
the greenhouse. The influential model of two critical parameters, α and R, on the position correction is
obtained based on the relationship analysis between the traditional pure pursuit model and the vehicle
structure. Based on aiming pursuit, the relationship equation between the position deviation, lateral
deviation d, and heading deviation θ is established. A two-input and two-output fuzzy controller
is designed, and the lateral deviation d and heading deviation θ are the input variables. Values of
α and R are obtained after fuzzification, fuzzy inference, and defuzzification, and a validated MATLAB
model is used to simulate different scenarios. Results of the tests show that the steady-state error of
path tracking based on fuzzy control pursuit is between 35 and 51 mm, and the stability distance is
between 1661 and 3052 mm for straight path tracking in four initial states. The rectangular corners
have the highest inaccuracy. The results of fuzzy control pursuit show a significant improvement in
path-tracking performance that can influence vehicle navigation capability in the greenhouse.

Keywords: intelligent agricultural machinery; pure pursuit; fuzzy control; path tracking;
4WIS–4WID; position correction

1. Introduction

Path-tracking control at low speeds is one of the critical technologies of unmanned
agricultural machines contributing to the quality and efficiency of machinery opera-
tions. Influenced by the structure of conventional tractors, researchers tend to pay more
attention to the front wheel corner speed constraint, which influences path-tracking
accuracy [1–3]. Advanced controller response using aiming pursuit is a commonly adopted
path-tracking approach. However, constrained by the minimum steering radius, agricul-
tural machines often take longer to converge to the desired path when the initial deviation
is significant, limiting their application in tight facilities such as greenhouses. With the
evolution of facility agriculture, the structure of agricultural robots is also innovating and
breaking through. The pure pursuit algorithm proposed for the autonomous navigation of
a centered articulated robot applied in a cotton field obtained 0.04 m, 0.06 m, and 0.09 m
mean absolute error (MAE) through three tests [4]. Using an input map with predefined
geospatial coordinates, the pure pursuit algorithm for an articulated steering vehicle plat-
form determines the future heading direction and appropriate coordinates from the input
map based on Global Positioning System coordinates and corresponding heading data.
It calculates the required steering radius to achieve the looking-ahead distance [5]. A
path-tracking controller for a tractor-trailer robot is designed through a purely geometric
path-tracking approach [6]. Slip-free motion is achieved by controlling velocity, lateral
deviation, and heading deviation. The quality of path tracking is ensured by a linear,
time-invariant, decoupled controller for tracking straight or circular paths at a constant
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velocity. Proportion Integration Differentiation (PID-control) and state feedback techniques
can determine the gain. Path generation and the motion control of a tractor-trailer are im-
plemented for autonomous maneuvers on the farmland and verified with an experimental
trailer hooked to mobile power; at the end of each row, a reverse turn is automatically
generated to connect the subsequent reference trajectory that can perform the maneuver
automatically [7]. Based on an improved dual arc path planning algorithm, an autonomous
path-tracking control method is proposed for a combined harvester with rear-wheel steer-
ing [8]. A dual DQN-based path-tracking method is proposed for crop-row agricultural
machinery with a differential steering mechanism [9].

In addition to the machinery structures mentioned earlier, such as articulated, traction,
and rear-wheel steering, agricultural machinery with four-wheel independent steering
and four-wheel independent drive (4WIS–4WID) structure was studied and applied for its
flexibility of steering and driving characteristics. Aiming to realize the dynamic switch of
three steering modes in a four-wheel independent steering (4WIS) rescue vehicle without
stopping, the steering control strategy is investigated, and the wheel steering trajectory is
optimized based on two objectives: to minimize the sudden change of dynamic parameters
and to minimize the energy consumption in the steering process [10].

Coordinated regulation of the vehicle’s sway and deflection angles is required for
smoother WIS steering. Up-to-date control techniques such as fuzzy and model predictive
control have been applied to study direct deflection control [11–13]. The path-tracking
controller introduced in [14] shows that four-channel autoturbation control (ADRC) could
achieve performance like anti-side wind, anti-skid, and anti-rollover in path tracking of
four-wheel steering (4WS) agricultural vehicles. Simulation results show that the 4WS
autonomous vehicle with this controller has good anti-side wind, anti-skid, and anti-
rollover performance in path tracking, even on curves with minor steering radius or low
adhesion. A robust differential steering control system (DSCS) for an independent four-
wheel drive (4WID) electric vehicle is investigated. The DSCS will operate the independent
four-wheel drive electric vehicle using the input torque from all four wheels without
Conventional Steering Mechanism (CSM) [15]. A design method for an integrated chassis
controller was established for four-wheel independent steering (4WIS) with front slip angle
constraint [16]. Simulation results by Car-sim software show that this integrated chassis
controller can maintain lateral stability and maneuverability under the constraint without
performance degradation. An adaptive control method for the four-wheel independent
drive (4WID) unmanned sprayer was designed to track accuracy degradation due to the
influence of side-slip in autonomous navigation of the high clearance sprayer [17]. A four-
wheel independent steering drive control system was designed for wheel-type agricultural
robots to address the problems of single steering, challenging adapting to the complex
environment in the field, and high cost [18]. Either method is based on the assumption that
the steering center of the prototype is on the lateral extension line of the vehicle center, or
the steering modes such as crab walk, diagonal, and in situ steering of the 4WIS–4WID
structured vehicle are artificially divided and switched. These methods inhibit the flexibility
and rapidity of the 4WIS–4WID structured vehicle regarding position correction.

In this paper, based on the analysis of the relationship between the steering cen-
ter and deviation correction, a tracking model of the 4WIS–4WID structure and fuzzy
control is proposed to determine the position of the steering center according to the vehi-
cle’s positional state, which expands the vehicle’s steering center from 1 DOF control to
2-dimensional plane, thus better improving the quality of path tracking for 4WIS–4WID
agricultural machinery. The vehicle test results demonstrate that the proposed methods
improve the vehicle navigation and path following of 4WIS–4WID agricultural machinery
at low speed.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Configuration of Test Prototype

In this paper, a 4WIS–4WID vehicle prototype is used. Sizes of the prototype, including
the length, width, and altitude, are 1200 mm, 700 mm, and 700 mm, respectively. The entire
platform is made of 40 mm × 40 mm aluminum profiles, with an axle track of 540 mm,
wheelbase of 1040 mm, and clearance of 600 mm, as illustrated in Figure 1. The prototype
is driven by four-wheel motors (8 inches, 24 V) independently, and four servos (DH-03X,
120◦/s, 38 N-m) are connected to the driving wheels through a coupling mechanism,
controlling each driving wheel to achieve independent steering in the range of −90◦ to 90◦.
The prototype is powered by a 24 V, 20 Ah lithium battery.
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Figure 1. Test prototype and test environment. 1. Motor driver, 2. Microcontroller, 3. Lithium battery,
4. Wheel motor, 5. UWB base station, 6. Mobile tag, 7. Servo, 8. Electronic gyroscope.

The wireless positioning system consisted of four ultra-wideband (UWB) base stations,
and the UWB (I-UWB LPS PA) mobile tag installed at the center of the test prototype receives
the UWB signals from the base stations and decodes them into the position information
of the prototype vehicle. The position and orientation information of the prototype is
provided by a 9-axis electronic gyroscope (WT901C), and the error of the position and
orientation information is ±50 mm and ±0.1◦, respectively. The STM32F103 is used as
the central controller of the test prototype. It receives the position coordinates (x, y) of
the prototype from the UWB mobile tag and information of the heading angle ϕ from
the electronic gyroscope and then converts them into the lateral deviation d and heading
deviation θ of the vehicle relative to the target path.

The path-tracking algorithm proposed in this paper calculates the speed v1~v4 and
the steering angle δ1~δ4 of each wheel. The PWM signals the motor required to exe-
cute the speed and angle commands mentioned above are input to the motor driver
(AQMD6015BLS) and the steering servo to execute the corresponding driving and steering
actions to achieve path tracking. The prototype is also equipped with an ultrasonic sensor
to detect obstacles and issue an alarm and an emergency brake when an obstacle reaches a
dangerous distance. The system control rule is shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Path-Tracking Model Based on 4WIS–4WID Structure and Fuzzy Control
2.2.1. Relationship between Traditional Pure Tracking Model and Vehicle Structure

The traditional pure pursuit (TPP) algorithm is a pure geometric path-tracking model
based on look-ahead aiming points [19]. As shown in Figure 3a, line P1P2 is the desired
path of the farm machinery, and S is the look-ahead point on line P1P2. For the ordinary
two-wheel steering and two-wheel drive (2WS–2WD) vehicle structure, W is the axle track,
l is the wheelbase, Point O is the center of the rear axle, Point A is the projection of O
on P1P2, AS is the look-ahead distance (LD), Point G is the midpoint of the look-ahead
straight-line OS, and O’G is the vertical bisector of OS. The length of line OA is the lateral
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deviation d, and the angle between axle OB and P1P2 is the heading deviation θ. From the
TPP model, the location of the steering center O’ is determined by the look-ahead straight-
line OS and the rear axle line OO’ during the path tracking of the farm robots. According to
the Ackermann steering geometry, the rear vehicle axis is perpendicular to the vehicle body.
Therefore the location of point O’ is determined by the look-ahead straight-line OS, that is,
it has one degree of freedom (DOF). By repeatedly tracking the look-ahead points on the
desired path, the prototype’s location and orientation are gradually adjusted so that the
lateral deviation d and the heading deviation θ converge to 0 gradually. From Figure 3a, we
can also obtain that the farther the steering center O’ is from the prototype vehicle (i.e., the
larger the steering radius R), the smaller the front wheel steering angle is needed, and the
vehicle’s tendency to move forward is stronger; conversely, the closer the point O′ is from
the prototype, the larger the steering angle of the front wheel, and the stronger the vehicle’s
ability to adjust its heading behavior. We should note that when point O′ is located inside
the prototype vehicle, the steering angle of the front wheels will be significant, and the
prototype will make a point-turn motion if the steering mechanism limitation has not been
considered.
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A similar control method is widely used to control the conventional 2WS–2WD struc-
ture for the test prototype with the 4WIS–4WID design (Figure 3b) [18]. The steering radius
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O′O consisting of the steering center O′ and the gravity center O is always perpendicular to
the vehicle body. The vertical foot is point O. The trajectories of the inner front and rear
wheels coincide, and the same for the outer front and rear wheels. The prototype could
avoid lateral movement and obtain high vehicle stability. However, the steering tends to
lack flexibility. For agricultural machinery used in large farm fields or greenhouses, its
transverse acceleration and lateral force can be ignored due to low speed. Therefore, the
following section will mainly focus on the control rule when the steering center is randomly
positioned in the prototype vehicle. The steering wheel’s steering corrects the prototype’s
position and orientation. From the comparison (Figure 3), we can see that to obtain an
equal response of steering (i.e., the same steering radius), the steering angle of each wheel
of the 4WIS–4WID vehicle structures is more insignificant.

2.2.2. Influence Analysis of Steering Center Position on Vehicle Position Correction

As shown in Figure 4, provided that point O′ is the steering center of the 4WIS–4WID
prototype, point O is the gravity center, OO′ is the steering radius R, and the angle between
OO′ and the vehicle axial direction (forward vehicle direction) is denoted as α. According
to the Ackermann steering geometry, the following equation determines the steering angle
of each wheel, namely δ1~δ4.

δ1 = arcsin( R cos α+l/2
R1

) = arctan( R cos α+l/2
R sin α+W/2 )

δ2 = arcsin( R cos α+l/2
R2

) = arctan( R cos α+l/2
R sin α−W/2 )

δ3 = arcsin( R cos α−l/2
R3

) = arctan( R cos α−l/2
R sin α−W/2 )

δ4 = arcsin( R cos α−l/2
R4

) = arctan( R cos α−l/2
R sin α+W/2 )

(1)

where W is the axle track in meters, l is the wheelbase in meters. R is the steering radius at
the gravity center of the prototype vehicle in meters, and the turning radius of each wheel
is R1~R4 in meters. Then, the following equation can determine the linear velocities of each
wheel. 

v1 = v R1
R

v2 = v R2
R

v3 = v R3
R

v4 = v R4
R

(2)
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In Equation (2), v is the linear velocity of the gravity center O of the test prototype and
v1~v4 are the linear velocities of four wheels in ms−1. The analysis of Equations (1) and (2)
and Figure 4 leads to the following two conclusions.

1. When α is closer to 0◦ or 180◦, steering radius R is closer to the longitudinal axis line
OB, and the movement trend of the prototype vehicle tends to be the lateral crab
movement. The prototype performs a quick response of lateral correction. Conversely,
when α is closer to 90◦, steering radius R is perpendicular to the prototype’s axle, and
the instantaneous movement direction is closer to the longitudinal axis line OB. The
prototype performs a weak response of lateral correction.

2. The smaller the steering radius R is, the closer the steering center O′ is to the gravity
center O, the motion of the prototype tends to be in situ rotation, and the prototype
performs more vital heading control ability. Conversely, the larger the steering radius
R is, the farther the steering center O′ is from the prototype gravity center O, the
movement of the prototype vehicle tends to be linear motion, and the prototype
performs a weak ability to control heading direction.

As discussed earlier, two variables determine the steering center O′, namely, α and R.
These two parameters determine the location of the steering center O′ and also the control
capability of the steering.

2.2.3. Discussion of the Yaw Response

Both lateral and heading deviations are amended by wheel steering. It is obvious
that to achieve fast steering correction under the condition of significant variations, large
steering angles of the wheels need to be adopted. As shown in Figure 5, the variables
are defined in the same way as previously. The test prototype vehicle with 4WIS–4WID
structure has all-wheel steering and therefore has more flexibility in the form of motion,
such as crabbing, diagonal travel, and in situ steering. Values of deviation µ of the prototype
are composed of the lateral deviation d and heading deviation θ. We can see from the works
of literature that no formula was given to represent the deviation of the prototype currently.
Thus, in this paper, we adopt the ∆θ, the angle between the longitudinal vehicle direction
OB, and the look-ahead straight-line OS to represent the deviation of the test prototype.

∆Θ = f (d, θ) = θ + arctan(
d

LD
) (3)
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In Equation (3), d and θ denote the lateral and heading deviation of the prototype
vehicle in meters and degrees, respectively, and LD indicates the look-ahead distance in
meters.

We can see that the larger the ∆θ, that is, the greater the angle between the longitudinal
direction and the aiming straight line, the greater the deviation of the prototype, the closer
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α is to the longitudinal direction, and the value of α is close to 0◦ or 180◦ according to the
conclusion (1) in Section 2.2.2. Conversely, the smaller the ∆θ is, the closer the α is to the
axle direction; the angle is approximately 90◦.

2.3. Design of Fuzzy Controller
2.3.1. Input and Output Variables

In order to obtain the appropriate steering center with a specific deviation, a two-
input, two-output fuzzy controller is designed in this paper, the lateral deviation d and
the heading deviation θ of the prototype vehicle between the current path and the de-
sired path are set as the input variables, and the universe of discourse is [−1.0 m 1.0 m]
and [−90◦ 90◦], respectively. Angle α and radius R of the steering center are the output
variables. The universe of discourse are [0 m 5.0 m] and [0◦ 90◦]. When the prototype
approaches the target path, the steering center’s expectation of α and R should be close to
90◦ and 5.0 m (i.e., the prototype vehicle travels in a straight line along the desired path). If
the domain of α is set to [−90◦ 90◦] (the output of the fuzzy controller controls both left
and right turns of the prototype vehicle), there will be two reasonable expectations, namely,
−90◦ and 90◦. The sudden change in the output value will lead to large fluctuations in the
output of the fuzzy controller. Therefore, this paper uses the deviation ∆θ to control the
left and right turn of the prototype vehicle. When the value of ∆θ is greater than 0◦, the
current prototype heading lies at the left side of the desired path, a right turn of the vehicle
is necessary to minus the deviation, the momentary output α by the fuzzy controller is
positive, and vice versa is a negative value.

In addition, the positive and negative signs of each variable are defined as follows: for
the lateral deviation d, a positive sign is considered when the prototype vehicle locates on
the left side of the desired path, and a negative when the prototype vehicle is located on
the right side of the desired path. For the heading deviation θ, a positive sign is considered
for anticlockwise rotation, whereas a negative convention is considered for clockwise
rotation when viewed from the top. Considering the accuracy of control and the flexibility
of optimization, the input variables are classified into five fuzzy subsets and defined as
positive big (PB), positive small (PS), zero (O), negative small (NS), and negative big (NB).
The fuzzy subsets of output variables α are defined as zero (O), small (S), medium (M), and
big (B), and the fuzzy subsets of output variables ∆
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Table 1. Fuzzy controller rules.

Variables d
θ

NB NS O PS PB

α

NB B B B O O
NS B B S O O
O B B O B B
PS O O S B B
PB O O B B B

R

NB PS PS PB PS PS
NS PO PO PM PO PO
O PO PO PB PO PO
PS PO PO PM PO PO
PB PS PS PB PS PS

2.3.3. Validation of the Model

A comparative study of the tracking accuracy and the convergence efficiency between
the traditional pure pursuit (TPP) model and the fuzzy control pursuit (FCP) model is
simulated in MATLAB 2018. For the simulation, both methods adopt the identical structure
of the prototype vehicle, equivalent look-ahead distance (1.5 m), the same initial state
(d = 0 m, θ = 90◦), and velocity (0.5 ms−1). Trials of the path tracking were evaluated in
terms of average deviation, steady-state deviation, stability distance, and settling time.
Average deviation refers to the average value of all lateral deviations throughout the whole
process of the test in millimeters. Stability distance refers to the longitudinal distance the
prototype traveled when the value of lateral deviation coverage was from maximum to
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within±0.1 m for the first time (and the heading deviation converges to±9◦) in millimeters.
Settling time refers to the time required for the prototype vehicle to reach the steady state
from the initial state in seconds. The steady-state deviation is the mean value of the
lateral deviation of all data points after the prototype vehicle reaches the steady state in
millimeters. Average and steady-state deviations are critical indicators to evaluate path-
tracking accuracy. Stability distance and settling time reflect the speed of the path tracking
and the convergence efficiency. The simulation results are shown in Figures 8 and 9 and
Table 2.
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that the distance from the initial state to the desired steady state is much shorter, and the 
route is much straighter for FCP than TPP. Figure 10 shows the whole process of prototype 
vehicle adjustment in a graphic way. It can be seen that FCP takes advantage of the 4WIS–
4WID structure, which makes the lateral deviation and heading deviation converge sim-
ultaneously, thus significantly improving the efficiency. 

Figure 8. Comparison of the simulation trajectories of the two path-tracking methods.

Figure 8 and Table 2 shows that due to the TPP model’s limitation, the steering
center’s steering radius is always perpendicular to the vehicle’s longitudinal axis. The
lateral deviation first expands and gradually decreases in the adjustment process; therefore,
the average deviation value is significant. The FCP, on the other hand, obtains even higher
accuracy and convergence efficiency due to the flexible position of the steering center. The
d-θ diagrams of vehicle adjustment using two models are visualized in Figure 9, showing
that the distance from the initial state to the desired steady state is much shorter, and
the route is much straighter for FCP than TPP. Figure 10 shows the whole process of
prototype vehicle adjustment in a graphic way. It can be seen that FCP takes advantage
of the 4WIS–4WID structure, which makes the lateral deviation and heading deviation
converge simultaneously, thus significantly improving the efficiency.
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2.4. Experimental Design

To further verify the algorithm’s effectiveness in this paper, the authors conducted
a linear path-tracking experiment in a greenhouse at the Guan Tang farm of Zhejiang
Agriculture and Forestry University from November to December 2021. The greenhouse
has a size (L×W×H) of 25 m× 18 m× 3 m. It mainly grows small tomatoes and peppers,
and has a path of about 3.5 m width between each cultivation bed for the test, as shown in
Figure 11. The height of each UWB base station and the mobile tag from the ground is 1.6 m.
The mobile tag projection point was located at the center of the 4WIS–4WID structured
prototype vehicle, and the sampling frequency was 5 Hz. The location and orientation of
the prototype vehicle are obtained from the gyroscope installed in the vehicle body. The
prototype vehicle travels at a speed of 0.5 ms−1, and the upper computer continuously
records the platform’s position information in the travel process.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Results of the Tests

Four linear path-tracking tests are designed under different initial states (d,θ). Vari-
ables d and θ are the same as the previous, and the initial deviation settings should be
representative to make the test results credible. The initial deviation contains several limit
deviations of the prototype in actual operation, namely, (1 m, 90◦), (1 m, 0◦), (1 m, −90◦),
and (0 m, 90◦). The tracking accuracy and convergence efficiency evaluation indicators are
the same as the above simulation test.

3.2. Analysis and Discussion
3.2.1. Path Tracking Accuracy

From Figure 12 and Table 3, it can be obtained that the average deviation of TPP
under four different initial states are 620 mm, 220 mm, 277 mm, and 342 mm, respectively,
which are significantly higher than 169 mm, 153 mm, 212 mm, and 38 mm of FCP. The
mean value of average deviation is affected by the initial state, but the FCP path-tracking
method proposed in this paper has higher accuracy than the TPP method. Nevertheless,
the effect of the FCP method on tracking accuracy is more evident in the state of significant
deviation. When the vehicle reaches the steady state, the steady-state deviations of FCP
in four different initial states are 46 mm, 35 mm, 36 mm, and 51 mm, which are less than
100 mm and can meet the demand for high-precision path tracking in narrow environments
such as greenhouses.
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Figure 12. Comparison of tests under four initial states. (a) Comparison of path-tracking trajectories
in the initial state (1 m, 90◦), (b) Comparison of path-tracking trajectories in the initial state (1 m, 0◦),
(c) Comparison of path-tracking trajectories in the initial state (1 m, −90◦), (d) Comparison of the
path-tracking trajectory in the initial state (0 m, 90◦).

3.2.2. Rapid Convergence

Regarding the convergence efficiency, from Figure 12 and Table 3, the stability distance
of FCP under four different initial states are 2418 mm, 3052 mm, 2582 mm, and 1661 mm,
significantly shorter than the corresponding stability distance of TPP, which shows that
TCP has faster convergence for path tracking. The settling time of FCP is also significantly
shorter than that of TPP. It can be seen from Table 2 that the stability distance is not
proportional to the settling time because the settling time is highly related to the trajectory.
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In contrast, the stability distance is the length of the projection line of the vehicle tracking
trajectory on the x-axis.

Table 3. Statistics of the comparative tests.

Initial States Tracking Model
Tracking Accuracy Convergence Efficiency

Average
Deviation/mm

Steady-State
Deviation/mm

Stability
Distance/mm Settling Time/s

(1 m, 90◦)
TPP 620 50 3914 11.7
FCP 169 46 2418 6.2

(1 m, 0◦)
TPP 220 34 5332 14.4
FCP 153 35 3052 8.6

(1 m, −90◦)
TPP 277 39 4751 12.1
FCP 212 36 2582 6.5

(0 m, 90◦)
TPP 342 48 3966 11.3
FCP 38 51 1661 4.4

3.2.3. Effect of Initial Deviation on Stabilization Distance and Maximum Deviation

From Figure 12 and Table 3, it can also be obtained that the stability distance of the
prototype vehicle reaching the steady state under four different initial states varies widely
due to the inconsistency of the initial states. By Equation (3), we can see that when the initial
deviation is more significant (Figure 12a,b), the time required to adjust for convergence
is also more significant, the trajectory has a longer stability distance, and the maximum
deviation is also the largest, and vice versa.

3.2.4. Influence of Mechanical Structure on the Quality of Path Tracking

As seen in Figure 12, the convergence trajectory of the prototype vehicle from the
initial state to near the origin point in the TPP model is a tortuous spiral due to mechanical
constraints, and the convergence process is relatively long. Compared with TPP, the
convergence from the starting point to near the origin is much shorter in the FCP model
because FCP takes full advantage of the 4WIS–4WID structure. The steering center is
flexibly distributed around the vehicle’s body to achieve simultaneous correction of the
position and direction, which can also be seen in Figure 12.

4. Conclusions

1. Based on the 4WIS–4WID structure and fuzzy control, a tracking model for low-speed
agricultural vehicles is proposed so that the steering center is not limited to the left
and right extension lines of the rear axle, thus enriching the form of vehicle movement
and improving the path-tracking quality and convergence efficiency.

2. In a rectangular test area 25 m long and 18 m wide with the UWB module working
as a positioning system, the steady-state deviation of the prototype vehicle ranged
from 41 to 79 mm for straight-line path tracking, and the average deviation of the
rectangular path was 185 mm in four initial states, which makes it feasible for driving
on narrow roads in the facility.

3. The mechanical structure of the prototype vehicle fits with the size of internal roads
and corners of most greenhouses in China. The path-tracking method could im-
prove the intelligent performance of vehicles used in the greenhouse, providing
more feasibility for future applications such as transporting materials and conducting
mechanized operations.

4. Changes in temperature and shading in the greenhouse can affect positioning accuracy.
The potential wheel side-slip phenomenon will also impact path-tracking accuracy. In
subsequent research, the mechanical performance of the prototype vehicle needs to
be improved, and the positioning accuracy of UWB in different environments needs
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to be tested. In addition, the d-θ diagram merits deepened research to achieve an
ideal linear convergence effect, and also the negative correlation between the steering
radius R and the integrated deviation ∆θ.
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